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Chapter 1 : 4 Best Monoculars for Bird Watching | Hobby Help
Birding is growing in popularity and many people choose to embark on group trips in order to learn about the world of
birding, or simply to have the companionship of other people involved in the hobby. There's no doubt that birding is a
peaceful hobby, but it's also exciting and often awe-inspiring.

Safety Is Bird Watching Safe? However, if your idea of birding means walking in the woods, there are some
safety tips and guidelines worth following. Bird With A Friend Any activity that involves the possibility of
injury or of getting lost benefits by having a companion- and birding is no exception. Looking up into the
trees, or gazing through scopes and binoculars, set the stage for increased risk or tripping, falling, and twisting
ankles. Also, having an extra set of eyes helps to watch for the desired wildlife say, birds and butterflies as
well as the undesired wildlife such as bears and snakes. Still prefer to go solo? Always leave a detailed
explanation of where you plan to explore, and what time you expect to be back. Experts advise carrying a loud
whistle as well. The sound of a whistle may deflect advances from dangerous wildlife, as well as alert others
close by that you need assistance. Hunters and campers frequent these spaces as well. Sometimes wildlife
viewing may conflict with hunting activities. Be safe and respectful when sharing the woods. You have a bird
ID book. Also, be sure to bird watch on public land to avoid trespassing. Trespassing may just be about
ownership rights, but there is always the possibility that hazardous materials may be another reason for
keeping the public out of some spaces. Watch For Dangerous Wildlife Honestly, people can be more
dangerous than what you may find in the woods. However, there are a few things to watch for. Bears and
snakes are primary concerns. Most bears merely avoid humans, but should you see a bear, experts advise
moving away from it while making noise- such as singing or yelling. This generally avoids interaction with
bears. Be sure to wear sturdy hiking boots or shoes, as most snake bites happen on the feet and ankles. Always
look carefully before sitting down or placing hands near the ground. Snakes On The Trail: Lyme disease is a
nasty infection, and hikers should always tuck in pant legs and douse with insecticide. Mosquitos and black
flies can make your hike unpleasant as well, and mosquitos can spread disease.
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These are few things that give me happiness and make me cheer often, the bird watching is something indeed and
among the many birds that visit my home or the open ground in opposition to my home.

Birdwatching hobby Birdwatching or birding means going outside to enjoy watching birds. It is a popular
hobby. Someone who does this is called a birdwatcher or birder. Both birdwatchers and birders are usually
amateurs. The scientific study of birds is called ornithology. People who study birds as a profession are called
ornithologists. Birdwatching or birding is very popular in countries such as Britain and the United States. It
can be especially awarding in spring when a lot of birds are singing and building nests to raise their young. In
spring and autumn many birds can be seen as they migrate. In winter some other kinds of birds may be visiting
from colder areas such as the Arctic where there is no food in the winter. Contents Equipment Edit A pelican
flying moves steadily enough for it to be followed with a pair of binoculars It is useful to have a good pair of
binoculars to help to see birds that are far away more clearly. Scopes or telescopes can also be used. These
give much greater magnification than binoculars making the birds look much bigger , but they need to put on a
tripod because they cannot be held steady by hand. They are useful for looking at birds that stay in one place
for some time such as ducks swimming on a lake, but no use for birds flying in the air or hopping quickly
from one tree to another. Some birders like to take photographs of birds. This is difficult to do well unless one
has good, expensive cameras and long lenses. Telescopes can be attached to cameras. This is called
digiscoping. Twitchers keep lists of all the birds they have seen, and if they hear that a rare bird has been seen
somewhere, they travel long distances to try to see it so that they can add it to their list. Birdwatchers are
useful Edit Although birdwatchers are amateurs, they can be very useful, because they can tell organizations
such as the British Trust for Ornithology about what they have seen. This information can be useful when
discussions take place about possible damage to the environment , e. It can help us to protect the birds,
because we understand their needs. Some birders help with bird ringing. Birders can also take part in bird
counts. By comparing the results with other years this helps us to see which birds are surviving well, and
which ones are becoming less common. Code of behaviour Edit Birders are always reminded how important it
is not to disturb the birds. This is particularly important in the nesting season. If birds are nesting on the
ground in fields or reedbeds one should never go anywhere near them. Some birds get used to humans being
near, but others may be very shy of humans. Some national organizations which are concerned with birds
include: In the United Kingdom:
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Bird watching is one of the fastest-growing hobbies in our nation. Fifty million Americans actually go to the fuss and
bother of planning trips to watch wild birds each year, rather than just looking out the window.

Quite large in size for a monocular Could be lighter Choosing the Right Bird Watching Monocular Bird
watchers of all skill levels know the right tools are an essential part of birding. If you spot a fellow birder out
in the field, he or she will likely be toting binoculars and a field guide. Read on to find out everything there is
to know about the wonderful world of monoculars, and which type is right for you. Types of Monoculars
There are two main types of monoculars: Both types have their own unique inner geometry, as well as benefits
and drawbacks. Monoculars and binoculars with porro prism are thinner at one end of the barrel and grow
larger towards the opposite end. Light travels through only four reflections inside the prisms, allowing for a
vibrant view. Ideal for the budget birder, porro prism monoculars are typically much more affordable than
their roof prism competitors. Porro prism monoculars are not as durable as the roof prism type. It is much
more difficult to keep them adjusted. Additionally, many of these monoculars are not waterproof. Roof Prism
This type of monocular has straight barrels and typically has a better quality of build. The light must make its
way through six reflections inside the prisms, so some light is lost. Roof prism monoculars are generally more
compact and lighter weight, and waterproofing is an easier process. These monoculars tend to be more
expensive, and they lose more light because of their additional reflections. Magnification When scoping out
monoculars, take notice of the magnification options. The power typically ranges from 5x to 10x. You can
choose between a fixed zoom or variable zoom. Higher magnification makes for clearer images while limiting
field of view. Lower magnification expands the field of view while sacrificing close-up details. This is
important to consider when choosing a monocular for birding. The higher the exit pupil, the easier it is to keep
your eye on an image. Focal Features Be sure to shop for a monocular with your preferred features in mind.
Many monoculars are waterproof, while some are not. Decide if you are keen to have a rubberized body or
coated lens. For bird watching, close-up views are often a priority. Consider all of these factors before making
a purchase. I recommend 10x or 12x magnification for the best birding experience. Portability Bird watching
is often a day long adventure, and heavy equipment can take away from the experience. Durability When
picking out a monocular, check out user reviews. Your ultimate choice should be a monocular that will last
regardless of weather conditions. Look for models that are waterproof, fogproof, dustproof and shock
resistant. Conclusion The tips above can be applied to binoculars, as well as monoculars. Do your research and
test out various options in person, if possible.
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The best thing about bird watching is that you do not have to spend a lot of money order to pursue this hobby. At the
most, you would have to just spend $ in order to get proper bird watching binoculars.

Bird Watching 50 million birders must be on to something. I need a hobby. I need something to keep me busy
that I look forward to doing â€” you know, the kind of stuff the experts say keeps your mind from turning to
mush. One more along the lines of, say, tying my shoes than mountain climbing. Which is when it hit me: I
already have such a hobby. Birds, sometimes, that make noise. If I just paid a little more attention and learned
to tell them apart, that would count as a hobby. Why, just yesterday I had a yellow-bellied sapsucker at the
feeder. Of course, if I went to cocktail parties, that could be my hobby. Getty Images Filling your birdhouse
with food on a routine basis is key to making sure the birds come back. Bird watching is one of the
fastest-growing hobbies in our nation. Fifty million Americans actually go to the fuss and bother of planning
trips to watch wild birds each year, rather than just looking out the window. There is, indeed, an app for that.
While the purists of the birding world bicker over whether using bird-watching apps is kosher the American
Birding Association is revising its code of ethics to sort matters out , you can be busy downloading one to help
take your pursuit to the next level. Merlin Bird ID free for iPhone and Android is even better; it asks five
quick questions about your feathered friend Where are you? What time did you see your bird? How big was it?
What colors was it? What was it doing? There are only squirrel-challenging feeders, with varying degrees of
difficulty. If the prospect of luring small rodents to your yard revolts you, you may have to take up quilting
instead. What you put in your feeder matters less than putting it there. I get a great mix of visitors simply by
providing sunflower seeds â€” every day. Consistency is what matters to the birds. Birds like a drink with their
meals. I just keep on refilling the water bowl I still have out back even though our dog died 10 years ago. This
has the added benefit of discouraging burglars. You can use plants to attract more birds. Be prepared to fall in
love. So hop to it, already!
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The Bottom Line On Bird Watching. Bird watching is a hobby that any person can get involved in. Birding can be done in
the backyard, in local woods, and parks. Some birders take bird watching vacations and tours all over the world.
Connecting with nature is a proven way to relax and reduce stress.

I am going to tell you how my bird watching hobby started. I was a person who would never wake up early
except when absolutely required. This meant that on weekends and holidays I would sleep more and wake up
as late as possible. It just so happened that on a Friday I was very tired and so I slept early. Next morning at 5:
I was feeling fully rested and fresh since I slept very well. I saw that it was still twilight outside. Then, I heard
lots of chirping noises and I got curious. I wanted to see what was happening more closely, so I quietly rushed
through my morning routine. Then, I quickly changed my clothes and stepped outside. The bird noises were
even louder. It was nothing like I had ever experienced outside my home. I could feel the cool fresh air that
was hitting my face. It was not too cold, just pleasantly cold, like the air in an air conditioned room. I could
see the dew drops on leaves and on the grass. Walk outside Other than the bird sounds, there were no other
sounds. No one else was around. There were no vehicles on any of the nearby roads. I walked a bit toward the
trees and got closer to the birds. There were a bunch of sparrows on several trees, chirping and flying around.
It was the most active group of sparrows I had ever seen. In front of that house, there was a huge section of
flower plants. It was a delight to see the red colored Petunia, the towering yellow Sunflowers, the bright
orange Cosmos, the white Cosmos and the white Lilies. Suddenly I noticed something hovering on one of the
Petunia flowers. I realized it was some sort of bird. It had a beautiful red colored neck. Shortly after that, the
hummingbird flew away. This was my first sighting of a wild hummingbird. Something blue I kept walking,
taking a fresh breath with each step. After walking for some time, I saw a blue colored object in the trees.
Upon taking a closer look it turned out to be a bird. I had never seen a blue bird near my home and I could not
believe my eyes. Going back home I walked around for some more time and then returned home. When I
returned home everyone else was still sleeping. So I spent some time preparing a surprise breakfast for
everyone. No one had noticed that I had stepped out and were surprised to know about the hummingbird and
the blue bird. This is the day I decided to continue bird watching. Who can do it? Almost anyone can do bird
watching. The only requirement is that you have to be able to go outside and walk around. Also, this is
something one can do alone or with a group of people. What equipment is needed to start bird watching? To
start bird watching no special equipment is needed. If you have a pair of old binoculars take them along. If you
do not have them that is fine as well. You can take a small notebook, to note down what you saw. Why I go
bird watching and why should you? I like bird watching because it gives me an opportunity and reason to go
outside and enjoy nature. After all, it is better than sitting inside and watching television. It also gives me
some exercise. I read that going out and walking is much better than running few miles on a treadmill.
Another reason is that I can do this with a group of other birders or just go alone by myself, either one works.
Plus my family likes it when they get a surprise breakfast prepared by me! When is the best season to go bird
watching? In my experience spring and early summer is the best time to go bird watching. This is the time
when many birds build their nests, lay eggs, and feed their young. So, birds are most active during this time
and it is a great time to go bird watching. Some birds migrate in the fall, so that is another time to go bird
watching. If you do not have cold winters, then you can go see local birds anytime. What time of the day is
best to go bird watching? In my experience if you are going around in your local area then early morning is the
best time. This is when most birds come out or are more visible. Once they start seeing people they tend to fly
away to areas where people do not visit. Another time is late evening, this is when some bird will fly back to
their home area. How did you get started? Let me know in comments below â€”.
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Get this from a library! My hobby is bird watching.. [Mary P Pettit] -- A guide for the young veteran or beginner bird
watcher. Includes lists of national parks and zoological gardens in the U.S. and Canada where birds can be found.

Long and Short Essay on My Hobby in English My hobby is the most common topic which students can get to
write full essay or only paragraphs in their school or outside the school during essay writing competition. We
have provided variety of essays under various word limits for the students. You can select any of the essays
according to the need. My Hobby Essay 1 words My favourite hobby is playing football in spare time. After
completing my home work at home, I generally spend my lot of free time in playing football. I was so
interested to play football from my childhood however started learning to play well when I was 5 years old. I
was in one class when I was 5 years old. My father asked to my class teacher in the PTM about my hobby of
football. And my teacher told him that there is a facility of playing sports daily in the school from class 1 so
you can admit your child. Now, I really enjoy playing football and participate in the inter-school competitions.
My Hobby Essay 2 words My hobby is reading whether it is news paper, news, novels, G K book or any
knowledgeable book written by any good author. I always read story books, news paper, magazines, and any
other material that I find interesting in my free time. This hobby of reading books of mine was first noticed by
my father and he motivated me by saying that it is a very good habit my son given to you naturally, never let
this habit off and keep it in practice. I was just a little boy and I was interested very much in reading fairy tales
and other stories given by my parents. Now I am 10 years old and read in class 5th. Now I really know the
benefits of my reading habit. It enables me to gain all the general knowledge about any topic. This habit
makes me learned about the world wonders, history of origin of life, space, animals, plants, aquatic animals,
human achievements, and other fascinating things about world. My Hobby Essay 3 words My hobby is
reading interesting and knowledgeable books in my free time. Whenever I go to home from my school I like to
read such books after completing my home work. I am 12 years old and read in class 7th standard. Now I
know very well that reading is very good habit which can make me a complete. This hobby can be developed
by anyone however I got this naturally. Reading books keep one always happy and busy. It is the good source
of enjoyment, knowledge, inspiration and instruction. It makes us disciplined, loyal, punctual and most
importantly a successful person in the life. Through books reading nobody can feel alone and disturb. I think
this habit is more precious than gold or other precious stones of the world. It provides us high level of
knowledge, noble thoughts and ideas to work in many fields. Good and interesting books are like best friends
of the one who like to read. The habit of reading books can be acquired at young age by anyone. I like very
much to watch TV in my free time. Watching TV is my hobby however it never interfere with my study. First
I prefer to complete my school home works and study well then I watch TV. I think I have a good hobby
because watching TV provides me good knowledge in many areas. I generally see news and discovery
channels including animal planet on the TV. I also watch good cartoons which give me new and creative ideas
to make arts and cartoons. My parents appreciate my hobby and they become very happy when they listen all
the latest news through me in my voice. Now, I am 8 years old and read in class 3rd standard however I
develop this hobby from early childhood. Watching TV in right ways plays very important roles in our lives. It
benefits a lot if used in creative ways. It keeps us update about all the news and happenings going out all
across the world. Having knowledge about the happenings has become the necessity of the modern society
because of huge level of competition. It provides lot of benefits because it improves our knowledge as well
gives information maintain our life style. There are various new programs on TV which are specially relay to
increase our awareness about worldwide affairs. There are various subjective programs about history, maths,
economics, science, geography, culture, etc relay to increase our knowledge. My Hobby Essay 5 words Hobby
is a particular and most interesting habit than other habit of any person. Hobby is a good thing which must be
with everyone. Hobby is very necessary to be with everyone because it makes one busy and free mind. It never
leaves alone us and prevents from the psychological problems. I still remember that when I was just 3 years
old I generally liked to spend my spare time in my green garden. I like very much to be with my father in the
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garden everyday in the early morning. When I was kid, my father generally laughed at me while seeing
watering plants. But now he becomes so proud of me that I do something to save plants life and understand
their value and importance in the existence of life on the earth. Hobbies are our daily lives activities which we
must do. It helps us to get escaped from the daily crush of life. It gives us immense pleasure and peace of
body, mind and soul. It is like yoga and meditation and even benefits more than that. It draws our mind
towards creativity and promote us to do something better in the life. Good hobbies dramatically improve our
personality and character traits as well as improve our performances. It helps in discovering our talents and
abilities and uses them in right direction. Our hobbies make our mind fresh and peaceful by keeping us away
from the daily rush of life. My favourite hobby is gardening and l like so much planting new plants and
watering them in daily morning. The enjoy seeing flowers blooming and plants growing. I really feel sense of
great achievements and realize the fact of life. It helps me keep myself fit, healthy, strong and rejuvenate.
Watering plants and gardening on daily basis is a best exercise for me which positively moulds my mind and
body. My Hobby Essay 6 words Hobby is a good thing a person gets from childhood. It can be developed at
any age however best to get from childhood. We all do some kind of work according to our interest which can
give us happiness and joy that is called hobby. Some people get different hobbies according to their interest,
likes and dislikes. There are many type of hobbies we can develop such as dancing, singing, drawing, playing
indoor or outdoor game, bird watching, collecting antiques, photography, writing, eating, reading, sports,
playing, gardening, music, watching TV, cooking, talking, and so many. Our hobbies help us in earning live
hood and make a successful career. Hobby is something we can fully enjoy in our leisure or free time. My
favourite is cooking, listening music and gardening however I always prefer gardening. Gardening is like
meditation to me which improves my work efficiency, interest and ability. It gives me high level of peace and
makes my whole day useful. Every early morning I enjoy my blooming garden, growing plants slowly on
daily basis. I also enjoy sun rise and sun set daily in my garden. I generally like to do my school home work in
my evergreen garden. I play badminton with my father daily in the evening in my garden and enjoy evening
walk with my mom. I daily watch new plants development and do watering plant. I also try planting new and
decorative plants to my garden in order to enhance its look and beauty. I am 14 years old and read in class 9th
standard. I want to continue my favourite hobbies till the end of my life. They would keep me busy, happy and
away from all tensions of the daily life. My parents always promote me to continue my all hobbies. They
become so happy when I take my problems in easy way and try to solve them without getting anger and
tension. My mom says that gardening is a good hobby than other ones; it blesses us because we give life to
someone through watering and planting new plants. From my childhood I work daily in my garden for one
hour to keep it well maintained. I have made there a nice and attractive green carpet using velvet grass. I have
prepared beautiful flowerbeds in every corner of the garden and planted colourful roses, lilies, mogra,
sunflowers, and other seasonal flowers. At Christmas, I decorate a big Christmas tree in the mid of my garden
and enjoy Christmas celebration with my parents and friends.
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Bird-watching first became popular in Great Britain, with the United States not far behind. Eventually, it became almost
equally popular in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and the older countries of the British
Commonwealth.

My Views Reflection of my thoughts and imagination.. I like everything that is pretty and nice. My view is
Smile In a pleasant morning. Looking up at the sky, watching the birds fly about, The beauty of their forms,
the immaculate color of their feathers, the buoyancy of their flight and the sweetness of their song their
happy-go-lucky attitude kind of flights, their joy of freedom as they move in a heavenly manner from the earth
to the sky, is so fascinating that many spend hours doing just are all a treat and I find inspiring and
exhilarating. Taking a moment to watch their antics and admire their beauty. These are few things that give me
happiness and make me cheer often, the bird watching is something indeed and among the many birds that
visit my home or the open ground in opposition to my home. Some times while walking I found few birds in
my complex lawn. I always keep food for the birds in my balcony. A wonderful variety of birds come to eat.
Always I like Birds for their vibrant colours and for their cheerful attitude. While seeing birds I remember few
lines of a poem by Dr. So I am not meant for crawling, because I have wings. I fly, I fly, and I fly. One of the
more fascinating things about finches is their seeming endless variety. They range from very delicate to very
hardy birds, in all colours of the rainbow. As observing birds for past few years Many species you can
distinguish the gender of the bird just by looking at it. These birds size, colour, beak, feather are not similar;
even their call, behaviour, foraging and resting place is also different. Thoroughly observe the common birds
found in your immediate locality for their structure, and behaviour. Within few days beginner will be able to
differentiate one bird from another by identification factors like how the bird flies, where it is found, what is
its shape and size of the beak, tarsus etc. Best time to watch bird is early-morning. After nights rest, birds will
emerge looking for energy-giving food. They will be more active and vocal, so easier to spot. Or in the
evening while going to nest. Nature has specially bestowed on birds the heavenly voice that fills her garden
with sweet melody. Many birds have very distinctive songs and identification is possible without ever actually
seeing them. Learn to recognise birds by sound as well as sight. Some birds are far easier to hear than to see,
while many others first draw attention to themselves by their songs and calls The birds present can be noticed
by their distinct noise produced by their overall chattering and chirping sound; go on the ground or on low
branches for forage while one of them perches to high branches as sent in. Out of the window there are a lot of
birds seen around in our building. The trees around provide shelter or food or observation points or all for
different bird species. Listening to the chirping of birds and spotting them in the bushes from there my focus
shifted to not just admiring these avian delights to capturing them between frames. They arrive as a group of
six or seven, kept squeaking and foraging by tiny flights. Birds in my Balcony: I have always loved birds
especially little Sparrows. I love the way they hop around on their delicate feet, not even walking but jumping
from spot to spot. Every morning, I have started to keep food for the birds in my balcony. Immediately other
sparrows appeared too in the house balcony making strong sound of twitter it was twittering music to my ears!
Pigeons and Doves Pigeons and doves have three song types, one used as an advertising song, the perch-coo,
one at the nest site, the nest-coo, and one used in display to a mate or interloper, the bow-coo. Depending on
the species, the three coo types may be all different, or a single coo type may serve more than one function. In
the Mourning Dove, the perch-coo and bow-coo are the same, and in the Rock Pigeon the perch-coo and the
nest-coo are the same. Mourning Doves make a whistling noise when flushed or, as in this case, sometimes
during short flights. Two flushed birds, one took off without whistling, the second with whistling. Another
crested favourite is the Redwhiskered Bulbul. I love his birdcall He is a very common bird in Indian gardens
but a very welcome one, if only for his cheerful call and perky looks. One day I heard a little song outside my
window.. It was from a bulbul The bulbul was sitting on my balcony window. The little bird instantly came
down from the window and came inside my Hall. It flew down to the floor and then up It makes a few rounds
in and out of the house. I was so excited to watch their activity which was a rare sight! I was quite delighted.
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Daily moring by 7. The parakeets in my balcony and theyare very comfortable with our family presence and
enjoy the photo shoot. The budgie parakeet is a beautiful bird with a wonderful personality. It stayed in my
balcony for more than an hour. Feel excited to see this new bird in my home! It gave nice pose. I had no time
to go for the camera so kept clicking with my mobile. They are known to be extremely ferocious to fellow
birds who try to come enter their areas! A White Throated Kingfisher, i am finding this pair almost everyday.
This bird is about the size of myna, brilliant turquoise blue above, with deep chocolate brown head neck and
under parts. A conspicuous white shirt front and long, heav y, pointed red beak confirm its identity. I watched
it opposite to my complex in an open space always sometimes I watch itfrom my kitchen window. The Greater
Coucal, called a Crow Pheasant, is neither a crow nor a pheasant, but belongs to the cuckoo family. Ergets
abouve the tree I saw while walking and clicked it from my mobile. Black Kites I see them all the time,
soaring above the trees, their screech audible. Isaw it landing on compound wall I clicked from distance in my
mobile. I saw Birds in my complex lawn: The Black Drongo is another of our common birds and also one of
our most vigilant. I love their quick swooping flights Common Myna Usually in pairs If you open the window
to get in some fresh air and then you hear the chirping of little birds. How melodious it is to hear! I generally
enjoy observing these birdsi just love that; listening birds-make different sounds,colourful flowers,.
Everything has its beauty:
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Chapter 8 : My Views: Bird Watching As My Hobby!
Looking to learn more about our fine feathered friends in the sky? Birdwatching continues to grow in popularity among
folks of all ages. The hobbyâ€”otherwise known as birdingâ€”is an excellent way to enjoy nature and become
acquainted with all things winged (well, not including the Pegasus or the Hippogriff).

We wish we had time to wander outside and enjoy the beauty of nature. Birding offers an opportunity to do
just this. These are just a few of the reasons people give when asked why they love birding. And there are
many, many more. This guide will cover some of the basics, such as: But first, more on why people love
birding and why you should consider adding it to your growing list of hobbies. Some people are drawn to the
beauty of birds. They love the variety of songs. Others like the companionship that naturally comes along with
birding. Birding is growing in popularity and many people choose to embark on group trips in order to learn
about the world of birding, or simply to have the companionship of other people involved in the hobby. This is
one of the great things about the hobby. All you really need is a good pair of binoculars, a notebook to track
your birds, and a field guide. Notebook- This is where you keep track of the birds you see and make notes
about the hobby. You can buy a specialty-made birding notebook, or purchase a cheap one. It all depends on
personal preference. Browse through guides at your local bookshop to see what appeals most to you and read
through it before you go birding. Keep in mind that the larger view may also mean less powerful binoculars,
so consider what matters to you and make the purchase that feels right to you. You can get 7x, 10x, or 8x and
8. Head â€” The head is extremely important when it comes to identification. For some birds, eye color is an
extremely important mark for identification. Outerwing â€” The outerwing is comprised of primary feathers,
primary coverts, and the alula. The primary feathers attach to the outermost bones of the wing. The primary
coverts are the small feathers atop flight feathers and the alula feathers overlap the primary coverts. Innerwing
â€” The innerwing refers to the part between the bend of the wing and the body. Underwing â€” The
underwing is only visible when a bird is either perched and stretching, or flying. When identifying, remember
that a single wing has two sides, often with different colors and patterns. Upperparts â€” This is the upper
body of the bird. Underparts- This part of the bird is important in identification and is made up of a variety of
partsâ€”chin, throat, sides, breast, belly, flanks, and undertail coverts. Legs and Feet â€” Legs and feet on a
bird can vary greatly. Leg length can vary greatly and is sometimes an overlooked identifying mark. Tail â€”
You can often find important identifying marks on the tail. Learn to listen â€” Sound is an important part of
birding. This can help to tune your ear to the sounds of the birds before you venture outside. Pay attention to
behavior â€” Is the bird flapping constantly, or is it running and hopping around on the ground? The main idea
here is to think of yourself as a sleuth whose job it is to solve a mystery. Some people prefer group birding
because they like the social aspect and enjoy learning from more experienced birding enthusiasts. You can
check with your local Audubon Society or your local park for birding groups near you, or you can always look
online. Attract birds â€” If you want birds to come to your house, spend some time building a bird house or
planting flowers that will attract them. While some people love going out of their homes to bird watch, others
love it when the birds come to them. The American Birding Association has a list of guidelines to follow, but
the basics are the same for nearly every bird watcher out there. One of the most important things to remember
is to respect the birds. You will also want to respect the land. Birding is a great hobby for people of all ages, so
have fun learning about this exciting new world. Links American Birding Association â€” Join the ABA or
just browse their site for relevant birding information Audubon â€” Audubon is an awesome place to learn
about birding or search for local chapters, nature outings, and educational seminars Birding â€” Great resource
for all sorts of information about birdwatching.
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Bird watching is often a day long adventure, and heavy equipment can take away from the experience. Opt for a
monocular that's lightweight and can easily be carried in your pocket or bag. If it's weighing you down, you'll be less
likely to use it.

Read this short essay on My Hobby! Through the course of our lives, we bide our time doing particular tasks
that may either help us to earn our living or build the staircases to our futures and careers. However, amidst
these compulsory tasks, most of us also do things which we enjoy doing. Hobbies are activities which help us
escape the daily grind of life and work and give us pleasure and peace of mind. Because we are not being
ordered to perform certain jobs which we may not be fond of, hobbies help to inculcate an appreciation for
work rather than driving us away from it. The interesting thing about hobbies is that they dramatically improve
our own personalities and character traits, therefore improving our performances better on the whole. They
help us discover talents and abilities which we may never have known ourselves to possess also giving us an
insight of all the elements around us, making us learn new things each day. For instance, hobbies like stamp
collecting, bird watching, photography, sports and music make our time worthwhile and give us information
about different things. My hobby is gardening. The joy of witnessing blooming flowers and leaves fills my
heart with a sense of achievement and realizing the fact that the work of my own hands is bearing fruit
definitely gives me pleasure. Gardening also helps to keep me fit, strong and healthy for working away in my
garden results in the beneficial kind of exercise that is good for both mind and body. I inherited the love for
gardening from my mother and now with her help and interest; I have prepared a small garden in front of our
porch. It is a thing of beauty with a grassy carpet and trimmed hedges. I grow several varieties of plants
including the China rose, jasmines, ferns and gladioli in my garden. The recently purchased Christmas tree is a
welcome addition too. Every day after school it is my habit to check on my garden and look after the plants.
The garden has to be kept under a strict check, mowed punctually as the grass grows at a speedy rate during
the rainy season, and cleaned at least twice a week. However, during autumn due to the shedding of the leaves,
I have to clean it daily while always adding manure and plant medicine for the protection of these wonderful
creations of God. A little bouquet of pretty flowers also makes a wonderful gift for birthdays and
anniversaries. I am also thinking of including vegetables in my garden for it will save us the purchase of
vegetables from the market and we may also sell them to other people at respectable sums of money. It is
possible to grow the vegetables that are consumed daily and do not take up much space. It is always a great
feeling to have my garden admired and appreciated by other people and it helps me feel like I have
accomplished a great goal.
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